The sources of conviction accepted wi made explicit, so it is not surprising th Schoenfeld (1988) has observed that a tion (as evidenced by high student perspectives on the nature of mathema suggested that, for example, classroo to students that mathematical argumen constructions. Emphasis on procedure not necessary when solving mathema dure, whether it makes sense or not" to believe that to be convinced by lo important but to memorize and obey the ultimately, the mathematical commun I conjecture that some students' diff sources of conviction. The purpose of content beliefs and sources of convic the relationships between those notion a narrow content domain.
The concept of limit of a function provides an attractive context for the study of mathematical beliefs. First, this concept is mathematically important; it is perhaps the most fundamental idea in the standard calculus. Second, limit is a difficult concept for students to acquire (Davis & Vinner, 1986; Sierpinska, 1987; Tall & Vinner, 1981) . Furthermore, students continue to hold incomplete and alternate conceptions of limit even after careful instruction designed to eliminate them (Davis & Vinner, 1986; Williams, 1991) . Third, perhaps for the reasons stated above, the domain has received substantial attention from educational researchers, and this work provides a framework for assessing conceptions of limit. Several models of limit (which Cornu, 1991 , called students' spontaneous models) have been documented: limit as unreachable (Tall & Schwarzenberger, 1978) , limit as motion (Tall & Vinner, 1981) , and limit as a bound that cannot be crossed (Cornu, 1991) . Of these models, limit as unreachable and as bound are both inconsistent with the formal definition of limit and thus are truly misconceptions. The conception of limit as motion is a reasonable and often useful model of limit, yet it is not precise and may interfere with students' understanding of the formal definition. Fourth, limiting processes are not always intuitive, and so a formal framework provides a powerful tool for thinking about and evaluating some limits. Sierpinska and Williams (1991) have both suggested that students' beliefs about mathematics may inhibit their understanding in that domain.
On the basis of empirical evidence, Sierpinska (1987) suggested that the primary epistemological obstacles related to limits fall into the general content categories of real number, infinity, and function. Logical considerations also reveal these categories as important domains: The axioms of calculus are assumptions about real numbers; limiting processes are often viewed as infinite processes; and functions are the primary objects of interest.
The real numbers R are characterized by the system is a complete ordered field. This comp cations for the structure of an ordered field conjunction of the Archimedean property an Conceptually, the Archimedean property imp elements in the real number system. This pro for the real number system including (a) the de in R, (b) the existence of an infinite decimal r and (c) the familiar Euclidean metric on R along of limits. This property distinguishes the "sta standard calculus, from nonstandard models.
The nested interval property assures that eve bounded, closed intervals in R will have a nonem because of the nested interval property, the re Logical consequences of this property include (b) the convergence of every infinite decimal Although students are typically unaware of t calculus, they will have a concept image of t image, according to Tall and Vinner (1981) person's mind, that is associated with a given c of the real numbers does not include the notion the nested interval property, then his conceptio that of the mathematician. For example, if a stu distances, he may believe that function values but never reach it. If a student conceives of imagine that some limits do not exist because th to reach.
Although the notion of infinity is absent from t tifiers are used), it is part of the concept im (Sierpinska, 1987) . Tall (1981) suggested that a context of limit because of the language associ the statement "The function f goes to L as x g limits are approached forever but never reach imagine that taking a limit is a process that is n belief may say, for example, that the value of the process of appending 9s never ends.
Students' beliefs about functions may also crea of limit. Williams (1991) suggested that studen functions as legitimate and so refuse to accep misconceptions of limit. Some students attribu as invertibility, continuity, or variability. Some expressed by an algebraic formula. Students "pointwise" understandings of functions. Mo across-time understanding of function is relev in calculus; students must understa in another. These constructs are a
METHOD

Development of the Sorting Instrument
My intent was to sort students on two dimensions-their content beliefs and of conviction-so that the role of each dimension in student understanding o could be investigated. I designed a 20-item paper-and-pencil questionnaire cal Convictions and Beliefs Instrument (CBI) (see Appendix A for a sample of th to elicit (a) students' conceptions of real numbers, infinity, and functions an nature of their sources of conviction. Many of the items were adapted from tho in previous work (Becker, 1991 (Becker, /1992 Frid & Olson, 1993; Monk, 1994; Sfa Sierpinska, 1987; Tall & Schwarzenberger, 1978; Vinner & Dreyfus, 1989) .
I designed the CBI to provide a rough measure of content beliefs and so conviction and a context for dialogue with students about their beliefs. Alth the items had either multiple-choice or Likert-scale response options, studen also invited to provide their own response options and explanations. CBI Item and 10 were designed to identify students who held beliefs in infinitesimals gaps in the real line. Items 8 and 11 identified students who believed in p infinity. Items 1-7 and Item 12 identified students who could distinguish fu from nonfunctions; those who attributed to functions characteristics such a nuity, invertibility, and other "nice" behaviors; and those who held acro conceptions of functions.
The sources-of-conviction items (Items 13-20) identified students with i and those with external sources of conviction. Specifically, they distin students who claim to see calculus as logically structured, sensible, and co to reality-something they can "figure out" for themselves-from those w that calculus is a collection of facts and procedures that must be memoriz Administration and Scoring of the CBI Participants were 577 second-semester calculus students who attended midwestern university and completed the Convictions and Beliefs Instrumen included all but 2 students present in 31 sections of second-semester calcu which were honors sections) on the day the CBI was administered. All the were enrolled in a traditional, standard calculus course using the textbook and Analytic Geometry (Thomas & Finney, 1992) . The students had been to the formal definition of limit and had encountered limiting processes context of functions and sequences. They were not required to do "deltaproofs in their courses.
The students were assigned scores on each of the CBI content items acc to their agreement with mathematical definitions and axioms of the st At most 10 volunteers from each of the four groups completed an initial structured interview to clarify student beliefs and to enable me to identify at least 6 students from each group for an interview on limit. Students with the most extreme scores on the CBI were invited to participate first. Each student was reminded of each CBI statement and her response and was asked to explain why she had given that response. Terminology use was probed and examples were solicited. When a student did not interpret an item as intended, clarification was provided. Students were allowed to change their responses; changes were rescored; and students who no longer remained in the appropriate quartiles (as initially defined) did not participate in the limit interview. In this way, four distinct cells of students were identified: "CB+ SC+" contained 7 students with content beliefs consistent with definitions and standard axioms and internal sources of conviction; "CB-SC+" contained 6 students with disparate content beliefs and internal sources of conviction; "CB-SC-" was composed of 7 students with disparate content beliefs and external sources of conviction; and, finally, "CB+ SC-" contained 7 students with content beliefs consistent with definitions and standard axioms and external sources of conviction. Eleven of the participants were women and 16 were men. Four students in honors classes participated in the study: 1 in cell CB+ SC+, 2 in cell CB-SC+, and 1 in cell CB-SC-.
CBI Responses of Mathematicians
The CBI was administered to nine mathematics faculty members (each of whom holds a PhD in Mathematics) to determine whether the scoring reasonably reflected the beliefs of mathematicians. On 16 of the 20 questionnaire items, the faculty unanimously selected responses to which I had assigned positive scores. On 3 of the remaining 4 items, the majority of the faculty agreed with the responses assigned positive scores.
On only one item (Item 14)-"Suppose you are not going to be tested in your In the second phase of the study, the 27 students in the four cells participated in a structured interview on limit conceptions. Students were asked to give definitions of limit, solve eight limit problems aloud (see Figure 1 ), and respond to alternate conceptions (attributed to hypothetical students) of limit as bound, as unreachable, and as motion. After they had worked each limit problem, students were asked to explain both their methods and their reasons for believing that their methods and answers were correct. Students were asked to explain the solution as they would to "someone who was just learning about limits."
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RESULTS
I designed this study to investigate the role of two components-content logically underlying limit and sources of conviction-in student understan limit. Because my ability to illuminate relationships hinged on the effect of my sorting students on each component on the basis of the questionna ultimately, the initial-interview responses, I begin with students' descr based only on their CBI and initial-interview responses. I then present dat the limit interview and discuss similarities and differences of students within and among cells in their understanding of limit. Figure 2 illustrates the interviewed students' content-beliefs scores and sources-of-conviction scores on the CBI. For each of the four cells, I analyzed students' content beliefs regarding the real numbers, infinity, and functions, and I investigated their sources of conviction.
Characteristics of Cell CB+ SC+ Students
The seven students in this cell scored in the upper quartile on both the contentbeliefs and sources-of-conviction scales. These students were quite uniform in their responses to each item on the CBI. They said that the real numbers have no gaps, although in general they explained the absence of gaps by arguing that "there's always a number between any two numbers." Only one student responded that the distance between 0.999... and I is infinitely small. The other CB+ SC+ members claimed that 0.999... = 1 and either argued, "You can't find any difference between the two by subtracting," or stated that they had seen a proof that 0.999... = 1. These students all distinguished functions from nonfunctions and, in general, cited the definition of a function when making judgments about the function statements on the CBI.
CB+ SC+ students exhibited internal sources of conviction by expressing unanimous agreement with the statement "In calculus everything goes together in a logical consistent way and I can usually figure things out for myself' and disagreement with the statement "In calculus I need to memorize how to do most things."
They claimed that they derive formulas they need by knowing a few key ideas. 
Characteristics of Cell CB-SC+ Students
The six members of CB-SC+ scored in the bottom quartile o scale and in the top quartile on the sources-of-conviction sc members indicated that the real number system contains b imal elements. Only one member said that 0.999... = 1; four distance between the two numbers is infinitely small, and th that "you can't really answer because 0.999... goes on foreve These students' responses to the function items were more va students in CB+ SC+. In general CB-SC+ members could dist tions from nonfunctions. However, four of the six student know if there exists a function that has the value 10 for ev the value 3 for every irrational input. These students also b tion can be represented by an algebraic formula.
The CB-SC+ students agreed or strongly agreed that ca consistent. Student JP explained I spend a lot of time figuring things out on my own ... but for inst friends, they take it as the way it is, then sometimes they don't unde just understand it for this specific thing, but they don't understan Three members disagreed or strongly disagre need to memorize how to do most things." The "Not sure." Student BL explained You need to memorize a whole bunch of formulas. you can figure out without memorization. I think one or two things, you can get other things from t Student LG said that he has to memorize when h ries" that calculus is based upon. However he v theoretical underpinnings of the calculus:
Last year I had a math teacher and whenever I as this is first-year calculus; we don't need to do tha lot of theories are based on theories we should ha All the members said that they pay a lot of at or to how theorems are proved.
Characteristics of Cell CB-SC-Students
The seven members of CB-SC-scored in th The seven students exhibited external sources of conviction. Six of them disagreed with the statement that calculus is logical and consistent. Student UD explained, "I actually can't figure things out for myself. Like in the homework oftentimes I give up on a problem and have to ask the TA. I don't think it goes together logically." The seventh student was unsure; he said, "It doesn't alway go together in a logical consistent way...; after I understand a concept, maybe I see how or why they did it, but there is no way I'd be able to just think, 'Oh, that how we do it!'" The students in CB+ SC-emphasized practice as their primary method for learning calculus. Like the CB-SC-students, they said that seeing examples helped them learn calculus. Student JS explained, "I can't usually figure things out for myself. I need to see an example and then I can do it myself. That's why I like examples, because I'm basically copying what they're doing." Students said that they relied on their memories for solving calculus problems. All except one of the students said that in calculus they need to memorize how to do most things. Furthermore, they are not interested in understanding how or why formulas work but instead want to learn to apply those formulas. All these students denied that they pay a lot of attention to how formulas are derived or theorems are proved. Student UD gave a typical view: "I don't want to know why it works-just tell me, 'Okay it works,' and then I'll use it."
Summary of Cell CBI Responses
The sources-of-conviction items on the CBI we students with internal sources of conviction and those with external sources of conviction. The content-beliefs items, however, separated students in CB+ cells from those in CB-cells primarily on the basis of their responses to a variety of function items and beliefs in gaps in the real number system; the former group said that the real line has no gaps, and the latter group said that the real line does contain gaps. However, student beliefs about real numbers were tenuous at best. These students in general indicated that they had not considered the nature of the real numbers, and many appeared to be forming their conceptions of the real numbers during the initial interview, or at least to be describing them for the first time.
The CBI did distinguish the students in CB+ SC+ from the students in the other three cells according to their responses to Item 8 and the function items. In general, the students in that cell used the definition of a function as the criterion for distinguishing functions and nonfunctions whereas the other students did not. Although some other students could state the definition of a function and often used it to explain why they had decided a familiar relation was a function, they did not invoke the definition in unfamiliar contexts (e.g., CBI Item 3). Several students said that they did not know if an unfamiliar function was really a function because they had never seen one like it. These students appeared to first make a determination-on the basis of familiarity-and then, when pressed for an explanation, to use the definition to defend their choice. 3. Incoherent or inappropriate. A few students were unable to provide a definition.
The definitions of limit at a point are summarized by cell in Table 1 .
Only students in SC+ cells gave intuitive static definitions, and just three students in CB+ SC+ and one student in CB-SC+ gave this type of definition. Motion defi- either CB+ SC+ or CB-SC+ expressed suc sionally used infinitesimal language to descr CB-SC-) described a limit as follows: "x is as it can possibly be without touching it. A infinitely small." For several students this Performance on the limit problems. All solving the limit problems (shown in performed better than did the students produced completely correct solutions to a mean score of almost 39 out of a possib 69% correctly (M = 34). The students in produced correct solutions to 61% of the In general there were no differences acr problems. All the students in this study m solving limit problems, particularly those t there were differences among cells in th describe why their methods "worked." For to the question "Why is it all right to canc SC-Student LL explained, "That's one ins problem...." Students in CB+ SC+ were abl solutions to 84% of the problems. The cor SC-, and CB+ SC-were 80%, 71%, and 68
Alternate conceptions of limit. Table 2 unreachable, motion, bound, or formal sta Student l's description of limit as unreac ment (see Appendix B): one student from CB-SC-, and three from CB+ SC-. Stu conception of limit as unreachable as fo number, but you're never actually going you're never actually going to reach it." F three from the SC+ cells and one from C terexample (f(x) = 7) provided by Hypothe chose to view it as an exception to their c questioning whether it was a function. F said, "Iff(x) equals 7, then fis not even a it won't influence whether or not it's 7." Table 2 Conceptions Students with the local-bound con of the limiting value, the limit act the limit as a global boundary.
Specific Sources of Conviction in t
The protocol for the limit-proble tions designed to elicit specific sour solving each limit problem, student that it is okay to do [the procedure do you know your answer is correc the following observations: (a) All of some answer by a logical argum those in cells SC-, were convince convinced by empirical evidence ( to the limiting value). Deductive a their definitions of limits, graph familiar functions. All 27 student their work on limit problems; a few definition as well. In other words, t understanding of limit and were o exist on the basis of that understan
Most students had an externa "authority"). This authority was m solution technique was automatic the limit of the continuous funct explain why the limit was the value 3, many students used L'H pital's r
In Problem 4, most students factored and although few could explain why that proc general, the students in cells SC-appealed to SC+; they knew they were correct because th taught. Students in cells SC+ were better a Two students (both from CB-SC-) consist function at points approaching the limiting use empirical evidence to solve the limit pr belief that to produce a graph of a function is possible. This belief may be based on a depending on how the student intends to c Williams's (1991) study, these students had that they could somehow produce and then
DISCUSSION
The data provide evidence of a relationship between students' sources tion and both alternate conceptions and incoherent definitions of limit. T that external sources of conviction are associated with increased misc of limit as bound and unreachable. Although students with external conviction could sometimes find correct answers to limit problems, often not explain why the techniques they used were valid. The data also re students with internal sources of conviction provided more static definiti and fewer incoherent definitions than students with external sources of co A relationship between internal sources of conviction and concepti mathematical content is further indicated by the fact that none of the parti very high scores on the content items had very low scores on the sources tion items on the CBI. The students with content beliefs most consistent wit nition of function and the axioms of calculus all had internal sources of c
The gap in limit understanding between the students in CB+ SC+ an the other three cells may reveal a connection between conceptions of f infinitesimals and understanding of limit; the common difference in con was in the CB+ SC+ students' responses to the CBI function items and (0.999... = ?). However, some students in each cell, including CB+ SC+, itesimal language when describing limits, and this way of thinking about not appear to affect limit-problem scores or increase the presence o conceptions. Therefore, the data suggest a connection between unders function and understanding of limit. This connection may reveal that misconceptions about functions lead to their misconceptions about l simply may indicate that CB+ SC+ students learned more in their prev (after all, functions are explicitly part of the curriculum) and they have more about limits.
Beliefs that gaps exist in the real number system appeared to have no relationship to understanding of limit. This belief, or lack thereof, was the primary distinc-tion between the students in CBdifference between those two grou
CONCLUSIONS
The data of this study reveal a great disparity in the sources of conv second-semester calculus students. At one extreme, students may view c a collection of facts and procedures to be memorized and applied and c they neither understand nor value the theory underlying those facts and p This perspective renders counterexamples ineffectual and mathematic ments unconvincing; students who hold these beliefs are left with inco contradictory models of limit. These students often cannot give a coher ition of limit of a function or explain why the formulas and procedures use to solve limit problems are valid. Many hold misconceptions of limit a that cannot be crossed or as unreachable.
At the other extreme, students may see calculus as logical and consistent. This view allows them access to formal definitions, power to solve limit problems, and concept images free of major internal inconsistencies. Students with internal sources of conviction give coherent definitions of limit and are more likely than students with external sources of conviction to hold a static conception of limit.
However, the fact that not all students with internal sources of conviction have complete understandings of limit is not surprising. Mathematicians have internal sources of conviction, and they find many mathematical ideas difficult, but they do have the ability to eventually make sense of the ideas; they know that they can reason them out. However, students with external sources of conviction will not make sense of mathematics unless their sources of conviction are shifted; after all, to them mathematics is not supposed to make sense.
This study confirms that there exists a wide range of content beliefs about functions, real numbers, and infinity even among second-semester calculus students and provides some evidence that students' conceptions of functions are associated with their understandings of limit whereas their beliefs about gaps in the real line are not.
The reader must be cautioned that this is not a systematic study. The participants were chosen because of their extreme content beliefs and sources of conviction; although they illustrate the existence and extent of mathematical beliefs among second-semester calculus students, they are not necessarily representative of the population. Also, the Convictions and Beliefs Instrument questionnaire items are eclectic and limited the focus of this work. Although the initial interview provided students with opportunities to discuss aspects of the real numbers, infinity, functions, and sources of conviction, the discussion was framed by the items. There may be other relevant beliefs involving these constructs that were not brought to the fore in the initial interview. This limitation was particularly problematic with respect to the content items; students were not likely to expand on their responses beyond a cursory explanation. The sources-of-conviction items, however, often prompted animated and detailed responses.
Whether a student in this study believed m tent or simply a collection of formulas to b already decided how truth or validity is est clearly articulate his or her beliefs. Further reflected in students' limit-problem explanat SC+, those in cells SC-were more likely to s tion technique and less likely to be able to e Students' statements of their beliefs are the the most significant result of this work is th affect conceptual understanding in the domai Currently educators debate whether calculu manner that allows students to discover the im as rigorous and structured. The results of this Some students are not ready to hear proofs o that these are important, and they admit tha students probably need instruction that supp must experience that mathematics makes sen Another group of students is frustrated when structure. The power to make mathematical a definitions that set precise criteria required, relation is a function or to prove that a given students may be left powerless to make argum cautious not to downplay rigor and the impor A limit is a number or point that the function gets close to but never rea you take the limit of f(x) as x -> s, x is never really equal to s, it just ge Same withf(x);f(x) never really equals the limit, but it gets close. In fact, make f(x) as close as you want to the limit, but if f(x) ever equals the lim don't really have a limit.
For example, iff(x) = 2x + 3, and you take the limit as x -1, any numb plug in close to 1 but not equal to 1 will give you a number close to 5 but no to 5. The function doesn't ever reach 5 unless x exactly equals 1, and tha happens in limits.
Student 2.
It isn't really correct to say that a function never reaches its limit. What means when we say that is that when you are talking about the limit of a f tionf as x -> s, you are only concerned with numbers close to s and you d care whether x ever equals s. But certainlyf could equal the limit. Iff is a constant function, for instance, f(x) = 7, the limit as x -> any number is 7, f(x) "reaches" it because fis exactly equal to 7 for any number you plug i I'm not saying that you can always get the limit by plugging in the valu point is that reaching the limit or not reaching the limit is irrelevant. The tion could take on the value of the limit as many times as it wants. What m is what happens tof(x) in the neighborhood of the number s. To say thatf never gets to its limit clouds the issue (Williams, 1989, p. 278) .
